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claim to omniscience ?    Because they are backed by
Parliament, which is backed by the general will.    A
pleasing theory, but every one knows that it bears no
relation to the truth.    The community organizes itself
as a State, just as it organizes itself in churches and
football clubs and Trade Unions, to get certain things
done.    It does not, by this action, commit itself for
ever to * the never-ending audacity of elected persons '.
There never was a historical social contract, but the
social contract represents a philosophic truth, namely,
that government exists for specified purposes and cannot
justly assume an unlimited moral sovereignty.    Mill was
not a bigoted individualist and certainly no believer in
natural rights, but he foresaw the immense peril of con-
ceding to government powers which it had no business
to use.   The fact that the Government is backed by a
compact democratic majority makes not the slightest
difference to the fact that the Government exists to pro-
mote happiness:   happiness must exist in and through
individuals, and there is no such thing as * social happi-
ness * apart from the sentiency of men and women:
therefore, though legal sovereignty does belong com-
pletely to Parliament, it is fair to ask how far can Parlia-
ment morally go ?    It can go just as far as will promote
the greatest happiness of the greatest number, and when
we analyse that happiness we find it consists very largely
in spontaneity and freedom.   Therefore Parliament, in
its pursuit of general happiness, would be well advised
to leave people alone, so long as those people leave others
to  themselves.    Of  course,  the   principle   cannot  be
applied easily or accurately : Mill never pretended that
it could.    But what Mill did see was that reliance even
on so rough a role as this was far safer than the granting
of absolute moral rights to the majority.    Democracy
exists for individuals, not individuals for democracy.

